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Chapter I
 
Program Summary
 
I. 1 Introduction 
This report summarizes the services pertormed and the material 
prepared and compiled by the Tactical Systems Group of the Instrumentation 
Laboratory for the Electronics Research Center of the National Aeronautics 
and 	Space Administration under Contract NAS 12-614. The objective of 
the 	effort under this contract has been to provide the Center with back­
ground information and control system design data to support the Center's 
program for advanced avionics technology for V/STOL aircraft. 
-
1 .2 Scope of Effort 
The work under this contract was carried out under the six tasks
 
described below. The descriptions presented here paraphrase the more
 
lengthy wording of the contractual work statement.
 
1. 	 Conduct a series of helicopter flight control system seminars 
for ERC personnel including the following topics 
a. 	 Helicopter Dynamics 
b. 	 Helicopter Flight Control System Design and Simulation 
c. 	 Flight Test Equipment and Procedures. 
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2. 	 Prepare data packages covering the following topics 
a. 	 Analysis Package to include equations of motion, 
trim parameters and stability derivatives for 
selected flight conditions, control linkage charac­
teristics, etc. for the YHC-1A helicopter serial 
#85514.
 
b. Simulation Package to include equations of motion
 
and the simulator mechanization used by MIT/IL 
in prior simulation work. 
3. 	 Assist ERC in developing a simulation of the YHC-lA 
helicopter serial #85514 on the analog computer at ERC. 
4. 	 Perform an analytical design of a digital advanced flight 
control system for the YHC-IA helicopter serial 485514. 
Design to be based on prior work at MIT/IL under U. S. 
Army Contract DA 44-177-TC-757. (This task was cancelled 
after preliminary work including determination of Laplace, 
z plane and w plane transforms had been completed.) 
5. 	 Assist ERC by planning the design of an experimental 
guidance and control installation for the YHC-IA helicopter 
serial #85514. (This task was cancelled after pr6liminary 
.work 	including general equipment block diagrams had been 
completed.) 
6. 	 Assist ERC in the design and implementation of certain 
interface equipment for the ERC fixed base helicopter 
cockpit simulator. 
-3-;
 
1. 3 Utilization of Effort 
The approximate fractional .utilization of the technical effort
 
for the above tasks was as follows:
 
Task 1 16% 
Task 2 16% 
Task 3 16% 
Task 4 13%-
Task 5 21% 
Task 6 18% 
100% 
I.4 Organization of Report 
For-convenience of reference, the material of this report is.­
,presented under four subject headings rather than in chronological 
order of preparation. Specific material of importance from the seminars 
(Task 1) has been included under the subject headings as appropriate. 
Aside from this, the relation between the subject'headings and the 
contract tasks is as follows: 
Chapter Subject Tasks 
No. Included 
2. Analytical System Design 	 2a, 4 
3. 	 Helicopter Simulation " 2b, 3 
4. 	 Experimental Guidance and 
Control Equipment 5
 
65. 	 Simulation Interface Equipment 
-4-

Since most of the detailed material .consists of equation derivations 
data tabulations, block diagrams, and similar items, it appeared 
desirable to place it in a series of appendices rather than 'in the 
main text. In-addition, the printout of the s-, z-, and w- transforms 
computed for the YHC- A was physically too large for inclusion in the 
present document. It is, therefore, supplied in the form of an addendum. 
-5-
Chapter 2
 
Analytical System Design
 
2.1 Development of Linearized Equations of Motion 
The, equations of motion which form the mathematical model 
of the aircraft were the principal subject of the first seminar. At this 
seminar, notes entitled "The Development of Linearized Equations of 
Motion aind Performance Functions for VTOL Aircraft" were distributed 
to ERC personnel. This material, which was adapted from previous 
-MIT/IL reports, is included in this report as Appendices A and B. 
2.2 Development of Linearized Performance Functions 
A section of -the notes distributed at Seminar I was concerned 
with the development of linearized performance functions. This 
material is included as Appendix C. 
Digital computer programs available at MIT have been used to 
calculate the Laplace, z- and w- transform performance functions for 
the YHC-IA for flight condition 1 (normal C.G., 13,400 lb. gross 
weight, zero rate of climb, sea level) at air speeds of 0, 40, 80, and 
140 knots. The z- and w- transforms were computed for a samplinn 
rate of 20/second; These performance functions in the form of-a 
computer-print out are furnished as an addendum to this report. 
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2.3 Definition of Symbols 
The symbols used in the equations of motion -are not the 
conventional ones used by'NASA. These symbols and their definitions 
are tabulated in Appendix D. 'Where an equivalent NASA synmbol ­
exists, it is given. 
2.4 Sequence Diagrams for the Analytical Design Process 
A general sequence diagram for the flight control system design 
process is shown in Figure 2-1. A more detailed sequence diagram 
applicable to the analytical design of a longitudinal flight control 
system is presented in Figure 2-2. 
2.5 Helicopter Operating Limits 
A representative helicopter flight envelope is shown in 
Figure 2-3. The various factors that limit the maximum true airspeed 
at different altitudes are plotted on the figure. 
An example of the so-called "dead man;s" curve associated 
with engine failure in a helicopter is shown in Figure 2-4. Flight in 
the cross-hatched regions on this plot'is unsafe in that a- crash will 
result if there is a total engine failure. 
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Chapter 3 
Helicopter Simulation 
3.1 Summary. of the MIT/IL Simulation of the.CH-46C 
In order to assist ERC in achieving an early start on the 
analog computer simulation of th6 helicopter, the details of the 
MIT/IL simulation of the CH-46C were transmitted to ERC as Addendum 
#2 to the Monthly Technical Progress Report of February 1968. This 
material is presented in Tables I and II, Figure 3-1 and Appendix I. 
Table I gives the equations of the airframe and the transfer functions 
of the servos and of the aircraft's control system. Table II gives the 
coordinate transformations involving the Euler angles (H, E, 4) used 
to describe the orientation of the aircraft. The airframe equations 
were derived from Equations 8 6-91 in Appendix B. 
The approach used in the development of the simulation is in 
part similar to the conventional linearization procedure. However, 
all important stability derivatives are varied with airspeed and pro­
visions for generating trim conditions have been made. The resulting 
simulation thus accounts for the variation of airframe trim and dynamic 
characteristics with forward speed. Gross weight, C.G. position, 
and altitude are treated as constants during any given computer run. 
-12-

The stability derivatives that are varied with airspeed are snown 
in Figure 3-1. These plots were obtained from the data tabulated in 
Appendix G. Derivatives other than the eight shown in Figure 3-1 are 
treated as constants in the simulation and their hover values are used 
over the entire speed range. The mechanization of the equations of 
motion on the MIT/IL Pace computer was accomplished according to the 
connection diagrams in Appendix I. The computer component assignment 
sheets including potentiometer settings are also included -inAppendix I. 
The primary assumptions made in the variable airspeed simulation 
are that the airspeed changes relatively slowly compared to the natural 
periods and time constants of the airframe modes and that airspeed is the 
only important variable in producingnon-linear affects. These assumptions 
lead to the quasi-linearized force expressions on the right side of the 
equations in Table I. Use of these equations leads to the generation of 
trim values of E, 6d and 6z in reasonable agreement with the correct 
values of the NCH-46C aircraft. 
3. 2 Description of Alternate Simulation Scheme for Generating Trim Values-
Although the initial ERC simulation was based on the same trim 
mechanization used by MIT in order to facilitate a comparison of the 
simulations, an alternate trim generating scheme was recommended for 
subsequent utilization. This alternate method, which was described in 
Seminar II on 13 February 1968, is shown schematically in Figure 3-2. 
The steady state flight path for the generalized perturbation analysis is 
assumed to be straight and level with zero sideslip. Thus the unperturbed 
flight path is characterized by only a single non-zero quantity namely 
V(AMA)X This quantity -is, obtained by subtracting the wind velocity 
-13­
(including gusts), -V(B-AM) A","from the aircraft velocity V  A to give 
the vector airspeed V(AMA). -The horizontal component of airspeed 
is then obtained by means othe A- to C- frame transformation (first 
equation in Table II). This quantity is the independent parameter from 
which the trimmed control deflections 6 and 8 , the trimmed pitch
z e 
angle, E, and selected stability derivatives are computed. Since the 
equations of motion are expressed in the A- frame, it is necessary to 
resolve the steady state velocity into the A- frame corresponding to 
the trimmed condition. The difference between the output of this 
resolution and the vector airspeed is the incremental velocity, AV(AM-A)Aneeded to compute force and moment increments in the perturbed equations 
of motion. 
Figure 3-3 shows the curves of 6 e z and E -as functions ofz . 
TAS that must be mechanized in the "Contpol Trim" and "Euler Angle Trim" 
boxes respectively. Approximate empirical equations for 6 and E are 
z0 
given. A constant value of 6 may be used in view of the-small variations 
e 
in the trim value relative to the total stick travel. (This assumption is ­
predicated on the use of the LCT schedule without which the e trim maye 
be quite large at high speeds) 
The equations of motion of the helicopter needed to implement 
the trim generating scheme of Figure 3-2 are slightly different from those 
given in the previous simulation data package. A sample derivation of 
one of the equations is shown in Figure 3-4 and the complete set of six 
equations of motion for the helicopter are summarized in-Figure 3-5. 
Geometry and wind relations are presented- in Figure 3-6. 
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,Chapter 4 
Experimental Guidance and Control Equipment 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the preliminary design of experimental 
equipment necessary to permit in-flight evaluation of guidance and 
control systems in the Langley YHC-1A helicopter. This design was 
developed under ihe following general guidelines: (a) the aircraft 
would not be assigned full time to the program for which this equipment 
was intended so that it would be desirable, if not actually. necessary 
that the equipment be easily and quickly removable from the aircraft, 
(b) operations might be condudted at a remote sight which would 
require a mobile van to house all necessary GSE, engineering test and 
software modification equipment and the system equipment when not in 
the aircraft and (c) the airborne equipment should be capable of im­
plementing multi axis control systems ranging from the most elementary 
type through the most sophisticated conceived to date. To satisfy this 
last guideline the design is based on the use of a powerful easily pro­
grammed digital computer for the majority of the data processing re­
quired in the various systems to be studied. The aircraft experimental 
installation and the ground support van installation are discussed in 
section 4.2 and 4.3. 
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4.2 Aircraft Experimental Installation 
A block diagram of the aircraft experimental installation 
indicating the interrelationship of the various units of equipment is 
shown in Fig. 4-1. As can be seen from the diagram the equipment 
is subdivided into the following major groupings: 
1. Pallet Mounted Equipment 
2. System A/C J-Box. 
3. Observers Station 
4. Cockpit Station 
A pictorial diagram indicating the location envisioned for the major. 
groupings of equipment in the Langley YHC-lA helicopter is shown 
in Fig. 4-2. The pallet mounted equipment could be readily removed 
-as an integral unit through the ramp exit, at the rear of the cabin area, 
and installed in a ground support van (as discussed in section 4.3) 
for test purposes and when the aircraft is being utilized for other 
research activities. 
The system A/C J-box in Fig. 4-1 provides the interface between 
the pallet mounted equipment and the remaining aircraft equipment. 
The I-box is the focal point for the distribution of analog and digital 
signals in the aircraft experimental installation. Analog signal 
distribution is accomplished as shown in Fig. 4-3. Input/output signals 
associated with the analog data source/receiver units and the data 
conversion unit plus inputs to the recording control panel are available 
at jacks located in the analog signal I-box. The desired interconnections 
are made by means of patching cords. Digital signal distribution is 
carried out as shown in Fig,. 4-4. Digital signals from various aircraft 
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equipment data sources are gated sequentially on to the number transfer 
bus for transmission to the input data bus of the pallet mounted equip­
ment. Digital data from the pallet mounted equipment is transmitted to 
the aircraft mounted digital display units in a similar manner. 
The observers station would contain the equipment permitting 
an engineering flight observer to introduce test inputs to the system 
under evaluation and to observe and/or record the responses of selected 
system parameters to -the test input. Pilot control panels and displays 
associated with the guidance and control system under test would be 
located in the cockpit area (the displays on the instrument panel) and 
hence would be an integral part of the aircraft cockpit installation. 
4. 3 Ground Support Van Installation 
A block diagram of the ground support van installation is shown 
in Fig. 4-5. A pictorial diagram of the layout of equipment in the ground 
support van is shown in Fig. 4-6. The system van J-box provides the 
interface between the pallet mounted equipment and the van test equip­
ment. The A/C equipment test jig would be used to simulated the load 
and signal sources of equipment not removed from the aircraft installation 
The same jig would also permit interfacing aircraft equipment with the 
rest of the van installation for test and calibration purposes. 
Other items of van equipment would include a digital computer 
(possibly the same as the pallet mounted computer) with paper tape 
handling equipment and a typewriter. Experience at MITIL with an air­
borne installation of the type discussed in section 4.2 has shown that 
this type of ground equipment is adequate for field support. 
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Chapter 5 
Simulation Interface Equipment 
5.1- Description of Effort 
In order to advance the operational date of ERC's fixed base 
cockpit simulator, MIT/IL assisted in the design and implementatiol 
of the interface unit between the cockpit flight instruments and the 
analog computer. At a joint meeting of ERC and MIT personnel, it 
was decided to use the Link Trainer attitude and turn-bank indicators 
with their associated electronics driven by analog computer electronic 
multipliers acting as 60 cycle signal modulators. Altitude, rate of 
climb, and indicated air speed were to be displayed on long scale 
(2500 arc) 3 inch DC meter movements driven in response to the DC 
outputs of the analog computer. The assembly of applicable Link 
Trainer components and fabrication of DC meter instrument dials was 
completed by MIT. After a laboratory checkout, the unit was delivered 
to the ERC Analog Computing Facility on 23 April 1968. An extended 
range altimeter display unit (0 - 7000 ft) was assembled from Link 
Trainer components as a replacement for the DC meter movement 
display. This unit was delivered to ERC on 1 July 19 68. The schematic 
diagrams for these units, which were delivered as addenda to the 
monthly technical progress reports, are included in this report in 
Appendix J. 
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APPENDIX A-
REFERENCE COORDINATE FRAMES AND NOTATION 
A. 1 Introduction 
The equations describing the motion of an aircraft are derived from 
Newton's second law, which relates the forces applied to the vehicle to the 
acceleration of the vehicle with respect to an inertial coordinate frame. It 
is generally convenient to sum the components of the applied force and 
moments in a reference frame fixed to the aircraft and hence rotating with 
respect to the inertial frame. The aerodjrnamic forces applied to the air­
craft, on the other hand, depend upon the motion of the aircrdft with respect 
to the air mass. Adolitionally, the motion which is frequently of greatest 
interest is that of the aircraft with respect to the Earth. -Thus, several 
reference coordinate frames are necessary for the complete and accurate 
description of the forces applied to the aircraft, the resulting motions, and 
the physical quantities measured by the flight control system sensors. 
The coordinate frames and -notation used in the flight control studies 
are defined in sections A. 2 and A. 3 respectively.- Insofar as possible, the 
axis systems have been selected so that the senses of rotation and trans­
lation are similar when stunll angles are used. When treated as vector 
quantities, positive force, moment, and motion components are defined to 
be in the positive sense of the axis. in general, notation using self-defining 
symbols is employed to facilitate distinguishing similar quantities in the 
various coordinate frames. Wj/here applicable, the symbols are consistent 
with those in common usage in the guidance and control fielas and with 
those used by NASA for aircraft stability and control work. 
A. 2 Definition of Coordinate F-ames 
The principal reference frames needed for the analysis of VTOL air­
craft and flight control systems dynamics are described below. Figure 99 
shows the inertial, Earth-centered, Earth geocentric-vertical, and Earth 
local-vertical coordinate frames. Figure 100 shows the re>.-.idnships be­
tween the Earth local'vertical, Earth-aircraft control, and _--craft body 
axes frames. Figure 101 c. --ws the relation between the v iocity of the 
aircraft with respect to the,Earth, the velocity of the air ma-ss with re­
spect to the Earth, and the velocity of the *aircraftwith.respect to the air 
mass. 
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POLAR ZI; ZE 
AXIS ..N 
Q ) EARTH GEOCENTRIC-
VERTICAL FRAME 
L y -
G(GRAVITY) 
INERTIAL FRAME 
YI 
AEQUATOR 	 x
 
~LOCAL
 
WI t 	 MEIIlAN 
EARTH CENTERED FRAME,
 
FIXED TO THE EARTH
 
Figure 99. 	 Reference Coordinate Frames - Inertial (I), Earth-Centered (E), Earth 
Local-Vertical (L), and Earth Geocentric-Vertical (G): 
1. inertial Coordinate Frame (I) XI , YI1Z1 " 
This frame is nonrotating with respect to inertial space. The origin 
is the center of the Earth, with the Zi axis coincident with the rotational 
axis of the Earth. The X, and Y- axes then lie in the equatorial plane.'
This placement of the axis systein assumes that the linear and angular
accelerations of the Earth with respect to inertial space in its orbit about 
the sun are negligible. 
2. Earth-Centered Coordinate Frame" (E) X,, YE' ZE 
This frame is fixed w.ith respect to the Eatth, with its origin at the 
center of the Earth and with the ZE axis coincident with the ZI axis and 
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the Earth's rotational axis. The XE and YE axes lie in the equatorial 
plane, intersecting the surface of the Earth at convenient points. The E­
frame may be chosen to coincide with the I-frame at a particular instant 
of time. 
AIRCRAFT
 
XAZA PLANE 	 I VERTICAL PLANE
 
(PL ANE OF SYMMETRY) 	 CONTAINING XA 
AIRCRAFT 
/ XA YA PLANE 
PLANE/ 
CONTP1 -rG,AINC ZA EARTH HORIZONTAL 
YC&ZA/ PLANE 
-.. XA 
r 
%ANLE 
-OF 
YC -tv / k 
, / A .>&*r .. *'N-\, XL 
0 ,< -­ ;,r-HEADING -. ANGLE (H) 
ROLL Y 
ANGLE ANGLE OF SIDESLIP.. ) 
YL4 VELOCITY WITH 
ELEVATION RESPECT TO AIR MASS 
YA 
ANGLE 
(E) 
(NAM- A) 
Xc, 
EARTH-AIRCRAFT 
ZA X-AXIS 
ZL 
ZC 
LOCAL-VERTICAL 
Figure 100. 	 Coordinate Frames for Describing Motion of the Aircraft With Respect 
to the Earth. 
3. Earth Local-Vertical Frame (L) XL, YL'ZL 
The Earth local-vertical frame (L) is a local geographic frame. The 
origin 	of this frame is at the center of mass of the aircraft, -with ZL along 
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the vertical defined by the local gravity vector (positive downward), XL 
parallel to geographic North (positive to the North), and YL parallel to 
geographic East (positive to the East). -The L-frame is instrumented by 
the stable element of the experimental inertial velocity measuring system 
(IVMS). 
- V~ . Xc 
VEA 
VELOCITY OF 
, -_ -_1- ,AIRCRAFT 
r _W 1ITH 
-.-
RESPECT-
TO THE EARTH 
Vy
 
"'YC VE-AMC 
VELOCITY OF 
VAM- A THE AIR MASS 
WITH RESPECTVELOCITY OF THE AIRCRAFT 
WITH RESPECT TO TO THE EARTH 
THE AIR MASS 
Figure 10.1. Aircraft Velocities With Respect to the Ecrth and the Air Mass. 
4. Earth Geocentric-Vertical Frame'(G) XG,YG' ZG 
The Earth geocentric-vertical frame (G) is a geocentric latitude­
longitude reference frame whose origin is at the center of mass of the air­
craft, with Z (positive toward the Earth's center) in coincidence with a 
radius from Re center of the Earth to the origin of the G-frame. XG and 
YG'form an orthogonal axis set with XG and YG in directions similar-to 
the North and East orientations of the XL and YL axes. The difference: 
between the G- and L-frames arises from the difference in the .direction 
of the local gravity vector (which is approximately normal to the reference 
ellipsoid) and the direction of the geocentric radius vector. 
5. Aircraft Body Coordinate Frame (A) XA , YA'ZA 
The aircraft body coordinate frame is centered at the center of mass 
of the aircraft. The A-frame is fixed to the aircraft and rotates and trans­
lates with the aircraft. The XA axis is chosen in a convenient forward 
direction in the plane of symmetry, the'YA axis normal to the plane of 
.symmetry (positive to the right), and the ZA axis in the plane of symmetry 
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(positive down) fbrming an.orthogonal right-hand system. The alignment 
used for the XA axis of the tandem-rotor helicopter is a "waterline' axis 
approximately parallel to the floor. The exact alignment is shown i 
Appendix C with the development of the stability derivatives. 
6. Earth-Aircraft Control Coordinate Frame (C) XC; ¥C' ZC" 
The earth-aircraft control coordinate frame is centered at the center 
of mass of the aircraft. The Z c axis is along the local gravity vector 
(positive downward) and is coincident with the Z, axis. The XC axis is 
the intersection of the horizontal plane with the vertidal plane containing 
the XA axis. The YC axis.forms a right-hand system. The C-frame is 
the intermediate frame for the definition.of the Euler angles describing 
the relationship between the Earth local-vertical frame and the aircraft 
body axes frame ifl order of rotation, the Euler angles definedTtheir are 
as: 
1. Heading (H) - angle of rotation about ZL from XL to XC 
H =-Ax -x ]z
L C L 
2. Elevation (E) - angle of rotation about YC from XC to'XA 
E =-A XC- AI Y C 
3. Roll ( ) - angle of rotation about XA from YC to YA 
AEyC. YA XA 
7. Other Coordinate Frames 
For the description of the measurements by particular instruments or 
for the derivation of aerodynamic effects, it is sometimes convenient to 
define additional coordinate frames. When necessary, these other frames 
are described in the applicable sections; in general, the results are then 
referred to one of the reference frames described above. 
A. 3 Definition of Symbols 
The general notation for the axis systems and the angle, angular veloc­
ity, acceleration, and velocity components in these various reference 
frames is defined as follows: 
X( Y( Y Z Axe s of the ( ) frame 
Angular rotation-from a reference frame (r) to 
L"Jf] )another frame (f) about the ( ) axis 
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W 
LrJ\ 
Component about the ( ) axis of the angular
velocity of frame (f) with respect to the reference 
frame (r) 
V[rf]( Component along the ( ) axis of the linear velocity 
of the frame (f) with respect to the reference 
frame (r) 
a"rf] Component along the ( ) axis of the linear acce­
leration of the frame (f) with respect to the refer' 
ence.frame (r) 
6".) Displacement of the ( ) primary-flight control or 
the ( ) pilot's manual control 
This complete self-defining notation is used in Appendix B for the 
derivation of the equations of motion in order to facilitate distinguishing. 
similar quantities in the various coordinate frames. The results are, 
in general, reduced to the working, shorthand notation for the most used ­
components of'forces, moments, and motions in the three principal axis ­
systems that is presented in Table VIII. 
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TABLE 11
 
SUMMARY OF, NOTATION FOR THE COMPONENTS OF FORCES AND MOTIONS
 
IN THE VARIOUS COORDINATE FRAMES
 
Quantity Aircraft'Sody Frame Earth Relcience Frame Earth-Aircraft Frame 
Coordinate Frame Axes XA YA ZA X L YL Z L XC YC 'Zc 
Aircraft Body A\is Moments L kf N 
Applied Forces FX. Fy Fz FXL FYFZL Fxc FYC Fzc 
Aircraft Angular Velocity with WA v W7 
respect to Inertial Space W(IA) A A A 
Aircraft Acceleration with 
spect to Inertial Space 
re-. 
a(IA) XA aA aZA 
Aircraft Velocity with re-
spect to Inertial Space 
Aircraft Acceleration with 
V(IA) 
v 
A 
v 
7 A 
-
LA 
ax ayL a Y C 
respect to the Earth (EA) L LL a C 
C-A
 
Aircraft Velocity with re-V VY L Vz L V YC VzC 
spect to the Earth V(EA) VxV 
Velocity of Air Mass with (E-AM)XL (EAM)y (EA)Z
respect to the Earth V(E-AM) 
Velocity of Aircraft with 
respect to the Air Mass V(AM-A) X Y V 
Heading A( Xx ] L 
Euler Elevation A[X - XAYC 
Angles 
Roll A[ y C _YA] 
L L
 
YA 
 q
 
s
Control Roll 8a 
Displacehnents Yaw 
Pitch e
 
r
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APPENDIX Bi 
GEIERALiZED KiN-EMATIC EQUATIONS OF MOTIONS 
The generalized body axis equations of motion and the coordinate 
transformations needed to relate the components of forces.and motions 
in the various reference coordinate frames are presented in this appendix. 
Also discussed are some of the approximations which have been used to 
make the se equations more tractable. Because of the 
capability of VTOL aircraft for hover, transition, and slow steep ap­
proaches where winds may produce a large difference between the air­
craft~s velocity with respect to the ground and with respect to the air 
mass, considerable emphasis is placed upon distinguishing between these 
two velocities. 
B. 1 Generalized Equations of Motion in Aircraft Axes-(A-Frame) 
The generalized equations of motion are obtained by equating the 
forces and nonents applied to the vehicle with the rates of change of the 
linear and angular momentum of the aircraft with respect to inertial space. 
Since the aircraft axis equations are written for an axis system that is 
rotating with respect to inertial space, the following two equations.must 
be used:
 
)MdV(IA) 1 
rn~ -m It I A 
ni( [ dV(IAY 1 + Mf[(A) X ~'A 1 (61) 
A + X[dw H]Ldj W(IA) a (62) 
vheie H = Aircraft angular momentum 
These equations of motion are completely rigorous. However, the 
quantities in these equations related to the inertial coordinate frame 
(I-frame) are not easily determined'in the practical sense. Fortunately, 
for most stability and control analyses, it is sufficiently accurate to con­
sider the rotating Earth to be an inertial frame, thus permitting the 
substitution of 
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-W(EA) for W(IA) and V(EA) for V(1A) 
Except where noted otlherwise, this assumption is basic to all analytical 
design work described in this report. 
The above substitutions are employed in expanding equations 61 and 
62 to obtain A-frame (body-axis) components of aircraft translational and 
angular acceleration with respect to the Earth. In this expansion, it is 
assumed that the YA axis is a principal axis. In this manner, we.have 
Force Equations 
FX = m a(IA)XA r [AxA IY IA)ZV( WZ.A V(IA)YAI (63) 
Fy ma(IA)YA = [V(IA)YA WZA V(IA) XA WX A V(IA)zA (64) 
FZ = m (IA)ZA =m V(IA) ZA + WXA V(A)YA - A V(A)XA (65) 
Moment Equations 
Rolling Moment: 
L =IX Wx Az + I~)yAW ZQZ+ WxAY. (66) 
Pitching Moment: 
M ly WYA + (IX _ 1z) Wz A ' X AJZX(ZA XA)(7 
Yawing Moment: 
(Iy~x)WW ~(68)'
N zWZA 1 A %1YAJzx41x'AWYA+ jA A 1 A/ 
The forces (FX , Fy, FZ) and moments (L, M, N) are the A-frame com­
ponents of all external forces and moments applied to the aircraft. Before 
these forces are discussed further, however, the coordinate transfor­
mations that will be required in their development must be introduced. 
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B. 2 Euler Angle Coordinate Transformation 
Frequent use must be made of the transformation which relates a 
vector quantity in the A-frame to its components in the L- or C-frame and 
vice versa. In general, a vector R can be resolved into its A-frame, L­
frame, or C-frame components: 
R =RAiA+ RYjA+RZAkA 
SRc RYc Jc 
+ RZ c kC=	Rx Cic+y c+zk 
Rx 'L +RY L rRz kL 
where i, j, k are unit vectors-in the indicated frames. The L-, A-, and 
C-frames are related by the Euler.angles defined in Figure-100: 
H = Heading Angle 
E = Elevation Angle 
6 = Roll Angle 
Accordingly, the A-frame components of R can be expressed in terms of 
L-frame components as shown in equations 69 through 71: 
- RXA = RXL (c6s H cos E) + RyL (in H cos E) + RZ L (-sin E) 	 (69) 
RY A -RXL (cos H sin E sin 0' sin H cos 0) + Ry, (sin P sin E sin H +.cos 4cos H) 
) (70)+RZL (cos E sin 
Rz = Rx (cos H sin E cos q + sin H sin (k) + Ry (sin H sin E cos -cos H sin 0) 
+ RZL (cos E cos €) (71) 
Conversely, the L-frame component of any vector R can be express( 
in terms of A-frame components as shown in equations 72 through 74: 
RXL =RXA (cos H cos E) +RyA (cos H sin E sin 0 - sin H cos 0) 
+RZA (cos H sin E cos 4 + sin H sin k) (72) 
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RYL Rx (sin H cos E) + RvA (cos H cos € + sin H sin E sin ) 
(sin H sin E cos € -cosH sin ) (73)+RZ A 
RZ L --Rx (-sin E) + RY (cos E sin q) + A(Cos E. os (74) 
Expressions for A-frame components in terms of C.frarne components 
and vice versa can be readily obtained from the above sets of equations by 
setting H = 0 and replacing the subscript L by C. .'For example, 
RXA" RXc cos E +Rz.c (-sin.E) 
and 
RX = RxA (-cos E)+R.yA (sin E sin qk) + RZA (sin E cos 
A-frame components of the aircraft's angular velocity in terms of the 
rates of change of Euler angles are 
VI(EA)XA = -H sin E + (75) 
W cos E sin P +E cos 0 (76) 
(EA) Y 
JW(EA)z Hcos E cos (k -'f'sin 0 (7.7) 
Alternatively, the rates of change of the Euler angles may be expressed in 
terms of the A-frame components of the aircraft's angular velocity with 
respect to the Earth, 
H 
l'!­ ' i sin 0 
-(EA)A' "Ko} E (E A)ZA 
Co"+ 
cosEE 
1 8 
COS7 . 
E .W(EA ) YA (Cos k) -W(EA)ZA (sin ) (79) 
W(EA)XA'+-H sin E '80) 
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The angular velocities determnined by equations 75 through 77 are'those 
of the aircraft with respect to the Earth. However, an angular velocity 
with respect to the Earth may be approximated by the angular velocity 
with respect to inertial space. Thus, the solution of the equations of 
motion (equations 66, 67, and 68) may be used in the above equations to 
obtain the Euler angles. 
B. 3 Forces and Moments in Generalized Equations of Motion 
.The A-frame forces (FX, -Fy, FZ) and moments (L, M, N) of equations 
63 through 68 represent all of the external forces and moments acting upon 
the aircraft. These include forces and moments due to aerodynamic loads, 
control and propulsion systems, and gravity. 
Gravitation Forces - The gravity force is a vector quantity of magni­
tude mg* acting along the positive ZL (or ZC) axis. The A-frame com­
ponents of this force can be obtained using equations 69 through 71 as 
(Fx) -mgsinE (81) 
(Fy) mg cos E sin0 (82) 
(Fz) mg cos E cos q (83) 
No moments are produced by The gravity force because the A-f~arne origin 
is located at the aircraft's center of gravity. 
Non-Gravitational Forces and Moments - The remaining forces and 
moments are due primarily to aerodynamic, control, and propulsive 
effects. 
The aerodynamic forces, by definition, are those generated by
motions of the aircraft Iwith respect to the air mass. The motions ­
translational andF6Effonal - are 
V(AM=A) V(E.A) - V(E.AM) (84) 
W(AMA) W(EA) -W(E.AM) (85) 
*g includes the gravitational acceleration G plus the centrifugal acceler;
 
tion due to the Earth's rotation.
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It is assumed herein that any rotational velocity of the air mass with re­
spect to the Earth can be neglected; thus, 
W(MAA)= W(E.A) 
Control -arnd propulsive forces are generated by control surface de­flections or power plant settings. The appropriate control inputs m'ay be 
represented in general by 61, -6T 5n.
 
Non-gravitational forces and m6ments can therefore be expressed,
symbolically: 
Fnon.-govity 
-F (VcA .A),'W(E.A), ' 1, 82, 8) 
In general, the aetodynamic and control/propulsive forces cannot be
considered independently of one another. For example, the force and 
moment produced by a dommand S. will be a function of flight condition as 
defined by V Conversely, the aerodynamic forces and momentsgenerated bAvehlMe motion relative to the air mass will depend upon the'vehicle configuration established by 81, 52' - . n, -
n.A_ Nonlinear Six-Degree-of-Freedom Airframe 
-Equations 
The expressions for .the A-frame forces and moments can be insertedin equations 63 through 68to obtain the nonlinear equations of motion for 
a rigid aircraft in terms of body-fixed axes with origin at the C. G. The 
abbreviated notation 
W(EA)XA Vl
=WxA, / etc.,.
 
V(E-A)XA -V XA' etc., 
is used in the equations. 
Force Equations 
m[VXA +WY VZ .-"1ZA VYA +g sin E] (Fx)non-g-avity (86)
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M[<YA + WZA 	 VXA - WXA VZA - g cos E sin ] :±(Fy), o.. ro,,ity (87) 
m[VZ +WXA 	 VYA -A VXA -g cos E cos =(Fn7 ) -" ([ Z A Ao'n-grav~ty (88) 
Moment Equations 
ZX A 'k, - 1y) W1y A wZA -'Jz-x (IZ A XA A non-graviy- (89) 
yy a +(A- 'IZ) W A - z X2) -(M)non-grovity1 kx(ZW2 	 (90) 
~Z + Z~Y -'X) VX aA'/YA -Jzx ( xA -WYA WZA) - (N)non-gravity (91) 
These six equations are an almost exact description of the motions 
of a rigid aircraft operating near the Earth's surface. They can be 
developed further along any one of several paths depending on the 
needs of the user. In this case they will be manipulated into the 
form generally used for linearized aircraft stability and control studies. 
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APPENDIX C 
DEVELOPMENT OF LINEARIZED PERFORMANCE FUNCTIONS 
C.1 Linearized Equations of Motion for the CH-46C Helicopter 
Equations 86 through 91 were linearized by expressing each indepen­
dent variable as the sum of a steady-state value plus a small perturbation, 
expanding the nongravitational forces and moments as Taylor's series 
about tle steady-state operating point and dropping all but first-order 
terms, and introducing small-angle approximations. The linearized eq 
Lions may be separated into lateral and longitudinal sets by equating the 
steady-state longitudinal motions To zero when studying the perturbed 
lateral motions and vice versa. Steady-state values are denoted by sub­
script zero, e. g. , VXA0; perturbation quantities are prefixed by A, e. g. , 
AVXA. The sum of the two quantities represents the total variable in each 
case. 
In the equations, the .abbreviated notation 
GXA = V(E-AM)XA; etc. 
is used to represent A-frame wind velocities. Terms involving wind 
velocities are retained on the right-hand side of the.equations as forcin 
terms. 
The Laplacian operator p replaces d/dt in the equations.-
Longitudinal 
x-force: 
[-xv +P] AVxA +[g +(VZA -xq) P] AE + [-Vz ] AVZ = 
[x8] A Se + [x 8] AS + -xv,] AGXA + [-XV] AGzA (92) 
183 
z -force: 
[EzVx] XA +.[-(VxA 	 + q)p] AE + [-zvx 	 +P]AVzA 
[z8 Yo +[s ]zA + 	-zv.x]AGxA +[-zVz] A (9 
pitching moment:
 
[-rv]AVX + [- rnp +p]A E + [-rnVIAVz
 
+ [-nV]AGX [mV-]AGzZ 4)[im ]A. +Em ]A 8 z x z A(94) 
Lateral 
y-force:
 
" [-YVy +p]AVy +-y p]"6+[Vx -Yr]AWz
 
[y 8,A8 t[yS ]A& +[-yv ]AGy (95) 
rolling moment: " i 
[-Ivy] 6vy 2 +4 +E- 2 t16O_+fl Ir PA6 
[I 8 ]A8 +[A 8 ]S +[- Vy]GYA. 	 :96) 
yawing moment:
 
pit2ZAo21
 [-n Y]AVy + Fz - 2IA +[-+] ZA
 
LVYJA [-P. 2 1p 
[ns]A8 + [n8]AS +[-nVy]G Y A  	 .(97) 
C. 2 Stability and Control Derivatives 
Longitudinal and lateral stability and control derivatives are defined 
as follows: 
Z M Aircraft longitudinal force, vertical force,VX' Vj VX 	 and pitching moment derivative with respect 
to.aircraft longitudinal velocity. 
z •and pitching moment derivative with respect 
tb aircraft vertical velocity. 
184 
q ZqM Aircraft longitudinal force, vertical force, 
Xq Zq' Mq and "bitchingmoment derivative ivith respect 
to aircraft pitching velodity. 
6 °Z 6 ,M 6 Aircraft longitudinal force, verticalforce, "" 
e e e and pitching moment derivative with respect 
to longitudinal stick motion (6 positive aft). 
e 
X 6 , Z 6 ; M 6 Aircraft longitudinal force, verlical force, 
z " z z and pitchig moment derivative with respect 
to collective stick motion (6 z positive upward). 
Yfyl L N Aircraft lateral force, r'olling moment, and 
Y Vj Vyawing moment derivative with respect to air­
craft lateral velocity. 
YI L, N Aircraft lateral force) rolling moment, and. 
p P, Np yawing moment derivative with respect to 
aircraft rolling velocity. 
r' L , N rAircraft lateral force, rolling moment, and 
r yawing itoment derivative with respect to 
aircraft yawing velocity. 
Y6 , L65 N5 Aircraft lateral force, roling moment, and 
a a a yawing moment derivative with respect to 
lateral stick motion ( 6a positive to right). 
Y6 L6 N6 Aircraft lateral'force, rolling moment, and 
r - r r 	 yawing moment derivative with respect to 
rudder pedal motion ( 6r) positive right pedal 
forward). 
It is noted that aerodynamic forces and moments experienced by the 
aircraft result-from motion relative to the a'ir mass. Thus, for example, 
the derivative XVX should more properly be written as XV(AMA)yc.A 
The shorter notation 	is used herein for convenience. 
Force derivatives may be normalized by dividing by aircraft mass; 
moment derivatives, by dividing by the appropriate moment of inertia. 
For example, 
XV 2 
x ft/sec
Xv 	 fps 
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C .3 Performance Functions 
Performance functions are obtained from the simultaneous 
solution of equations 92-94 (for lofigitudinal modes) and equations 
95-97 (for lateral modes).- For a helicopter, performance functions 
of interest are those relating the inputs and outputs shown in the 
sketch:
 
AIRFRAME 
1E
 
LONGITUDINAL - _ _ VXA 
A
" DYNAMICS8z
SVz VZA 
LATERAL H
 
DYNAMICS H 
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For example, the response of the helicopter in pitch (E) to a 
c6llective stick ifput (6e) is defined by the performance function,differential 
• 	 AlE 
PPFHrS,; E] -	 E 
.Simultaneous solution of the-linearized longitudinal equations of section 
C.1 for this performance funct-ion gives a ratio of polynomials in p: 
PF[S - AxzM -ideg 	 (99)P"H ;E [ ,EJ 
where 
+aP t02 P + ][E 	 (100)Nh[Se;EI [a 
A XZM = choracteristic equation of longitudinal modes at 
a given torwa:d velocity 
2. 3
=[bo +bIp +b 2 p +b 3 p +b 4 p 4 ] 	 (101) 
and the constants an and bn are functions of the stability derivatives. Equa­
-ion 98 can be written in factored form as " 
PFK (1+P/Z)(1 +P/2)(--t) 	 ( 
1PFHLSo;EJLK (1+p/p)(l +P/P2)( +piP3)('-) 	 (102) 
[S;E] 
where 
th 
zn = th-e n zero of the performance function 
=
Pn the nth pole of the performance function 
K = a o/bO
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APPENDIX D 
Comparison of NASA and MIT/IL Notation 
MIT/IL NASA 
Symbol Meaning Symbol 
A Angle 
a Acceleration 
CG Center .of-gravity 
D Drag 
E- Elevation (pitch) angle_ 
EAS Equivalent airspeed = TAS r/G 
F - Force vector 
F Component of f along the ) axis 
G Gravitational acceleration 
G Wind component along () axis =VEAM] C 
g Acceleration. due to gravity = G plus 
centrifugal acceleration due.to Earth's 
rotation 
H Heading angle 
f, Angular momentum vector 
hAltitude 
h Rate of change of altitude 
i( Unit vector along the X . ) axis 
IAS Indicated airspeed = EAS plus measurement 
inaccuracies 
I.,I I
X 
Moment of inertia in roll,pitch,and yaw
respectively A,B,C 
j- [ Unit vector along the Y axis)C) 
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MIT/IL 
Symbol 
Jzx 

k 

L 
L )Aircraft 
M 
m 
iMv 

M 

m( ) 
N 
Nd 

n 
p 
PF(b) 
R 
R )Component 
TAS 
V 
Meaning 
NASA 
Symbol 
Product of inertia E 
Unit vector along the Z axis 
Aircraft rolling moment 
rolling moment derivative with respect 
to( )dL/d( 
Normalized aircraft rolling moment derivative 
with respect to ( ) = L( )/I x 
Aircraft pitching moment 
Mass = W/g 
Moment vector " 
Aircraft pitching moment derivative with respect 
to ( ) =dM/d() 
Normalized aircraft pitching moment derivative 
with respect to ( ) = M-( )/Iy 
Aircraft yawing moment 
Aircraft yawing moment derivative with respect 
to ( ) =dN/d() 
Normalized.aircraft yawing moment derivative 
with respect to ( ) =N )/I z 
Laplace operator­
Frequency-dependent performance function of 
the system element whose input is quantity a and. 
whose output is quantity b 
Displacement vector 
of R along the ( ) axis 
True airspeed = V[AMA] 
Linear velocity 
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MIT/IL 
Symbol 
V V VA A A 
AVX AV YAVZ 
A A A 
-W 
W 
W ,WA ,A 
ZA 
X 
X 

x( 
Y 
Y( 

Z 
Z( 

z 

A( ) 
Meaning 
NASA 
Symbol 
Linear yelocity along the X Y-
respectively A' A' 
and Z axes, 
A U-,V,W 
Perturbations of V 
spectively A 
V 
A 
and 
A 
re--
UvW 
Angular velocity 
Weight 
Angular velocity components along the XA,Y 
ZA axes., respectively A A PQR 
A 
Longitudinal Axis, force or displacement 
(with subscript to denote axis system) 
poAircraft longitudinal force derivative with. 
respect to ()=AXY/d( 
Normalized aircraft longitudinal force derivative 
with respect to ( ) =-X( )/m 
Lateral axis, force or displacement (with sub­
script to denote axis system) 
Aircraft lateral force derivative with respect 
to( )=dY/d( 
Normalized aircraft lateral force derivative with 
•respect to ( ) =Y( )/m 
Vertical axis, force or displacement (with 
subscript to denote axis system) 
Aircraft vertical force derivative with respect 
to( )=dZ/d( 
Normalized aircraft vertical force derivative with 
respect to ( ) = Z( )/m 
Angle of attack 
Sideslip angle 
Incremental change in ( ) from a reference value 
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MIT/IL 
.Symbol 
6 
CDamping, 
P 
a 
W 
Meaning 
Control displacement (with subscript to 
'identify control) 
ratio 
Atmospheric mass density 
Atmospheric mass density ratio = p/p
•.0O 
Roll angle 
Frequency or angular velocity in radians 
per second 
NASA 
Symbol 
Subscripts 
A Aircraft body coordinate frame 
a 
AM 
Rolling moment 
e.g., 8a 
Air mass 
("aileron") control; 
C Earth-aircraft control coordinate frame 
c, com Command or commanded 
E Earth-centered coordinate frame 
e" 
G 
Pitching moment C"elevatort)control 
Earth geocentric-vertical frame 
.g 
I 
Due to gravity 
Inertial coordinate frame. 
L Earth local-vertical frame 
o Trim value; sea level value 
p Aircraft roll rate 
q Aircraft pitch rate 
r Aircraft yaw rate 
r 
z 
Yawing moment 
Vertical control 
("rudder") control 
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APPENDIX -E 
FLIGHT CONDITIONS FOR WHICH YHC-IA STABILITY 
AND TRIM DATA ARE TO BE REQUESTED 
GW,lbs CG Position Altitude,ft IRate of Climb,fpm Fwd Speed,knots 
13400 normal 0 0 10,40,60,80100,120,140 
most fwd 0 -	 " 
most aft 0 0 	
­
normal 10000 a 4,60,80,100 
most aft 10000 a 
15500 	 normal 0 10,40,60,80,100,120,140 
most aft 0 '3­
13400 	 normal 0 +1500 10 40,60,80
 
normal 0 -15-00 '
 
Total number of flight conditions: 51 
F-I 
APPENDIX F 
STABILITY DERIVATIVE DATA FOR THE LANGLEY
 
YHC-IA
 
The data in this appendix is a reproductioi of the 
tabulations by ERC personnel from the stability data 
supplied by Boeing/Vertol. 
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TO R. B. Trueblood 
FROM R. A. MacDonald 
DATE 4 January 1965 
SUBJECT Revised Stability Derivatives lor (3ki-46 Hielicopter (Project 54-190) 
-Attached is a tabulation of longitudinal and lateral stability derivatives 
for the CH-46 helicopter. These derivatives have been revised on the basis 
of results from the new Vertol computer program transmitted to us as Jobs 6111-1 
and 2 on 4 December 1964. For convenience, the derivatives are presented in 
both dimensional and non-dimensional forms. 
Derivatives for both the "normal" and "most aft" center of gravity positions' 
are included. These positions are defined in the table: 
WRT Centerline Fuselage Structural 
between rotors - Station 
"Normal" CG position 13.5 in fwd 298.8 in 
"Most Aft" CG position 16.0 in aft 327.2 in 
Many derivatives do not change significantly with c,. g. position. Therefore, 
only those which change markedly are tabulated for the "most aft" c.g. 
condition. The remaining ones are assumed to be invariant with c.g. position. 
Cross-coupled derivatives (e.g. M , Yv, etc.) are omitted from this 
tabulation since investigation showed that aff were of minor importance. These 
derivatives are available,, however, in the event that they are required for 
special-purpose studies. 
The derivatives have been calculated for a gross weight of 18700 lbs. 
Some derivatives are "worse" at higher or lower gross weights; however it is 
felt that the effect of gross weight is small enough to warrant confining our 
,analyses to this one-weight only. 
The derivatives have been calculated assuming that "longitudinal cyclic 
trim" is used. (With LOT, the longitudinal tilt of the rear rotor is changed 
linearly with speed between 70 and 110 knots from 0.5 ,degrees aft to 4.00 
forward.) Our flight control system does not use LCT. The effect on longitudinal 
derivatives (and therefore on pitching stability) of removing LCT at speeds above 
70 knots is not known, and therefore must be established. The derivatives pre­
sented herein at 90 and 140 knots are subject to this reservation. 
RM/cm Encl.
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APPENDIX H 
SUMMARY COMPARISON OF SELECTED PARAMETERS 
FOR SEVERAL BOEING/VERTOL HELICOPTERS 
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APPENDIX I 
DETAILS OF THE ANALOG SIMULATION OF THE CH-46C 
1.1 	 Component assignment sheets and potentiometer settings for the 
simulation of the CH-46C 
The component assignment sheets are included as pages 
1-2 and 1-3 and the potentiometer settings as pages 1-4 to 1-7. 
1. 2 	 Computer Connection Diagrams 
The computer connection diagrams are included as pages 
I-S to I-i1. 
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I. INTROr UION 
The purponc of the Vertol Stability Augmentation System (hereafter called SAS) 
is to make the flying qualities of the helicopter equivalent to those of a 
docile fixd wing aircraft. It is nor an autopilot, since it uses rate damping 
and tarn coordination signals only. it will not hold heading, altitude, or 
speed for iorg periods, though it allows hands off flight for a minute or two. 
The first SAW was installed experimently on a test helicopter in 1957 and
 
subsequently was fitted to the last nine Vertol 44's (military H-21) delivered
 
to foreign governments.
 
Its success was such that the present generation of Vertol helicopters, the
 
107-I: and the Army HC-IB, have a dual SAS installed as an inherent part of 
the basic aircraft, and depend to a large extent on these units to provide 
acceptable flying qualities. -, 
•-' . - -, •""-'
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UI. zACKC%-LND 
A. 	 belicopz .- Instability 
As a background to the following system description it is helpful to
 
describe the dynamic characteristics of the basic helicopter.
 
7n hover, the dominant mode in both pitch and roll is an S to20 see 
3sc~l a on which at least doubles amplitude every half cycle, in
 
forward flight this degenerates to an almost pure divergence in
 
aitch and in the coupled roll yaw node, caused respectively by the
 
longitudinal and directional static instability of the basic aircraft.
 
B. 	Previous Approaches to Helicopoar Stabilization
 
These breakdown into three general classes - aerodynamic surfaces, large 
mecnanical gyros, and autopilots. 
Aerodynamic surfaces such as horizontal and vertical fins do nor stabilize
 
the aircraft in hover,but do however add considerable weight and drag at
 
all times.
 
Large gyros such as the Bell stabilizer bar, are not adaptable for optimum
 
scability about all axes, cs well as having high drag and weight, partic­
.larly for a tandem helicopter.
 
Vertol was the first manufacturer 'to install an autopilot in a helicopter.
 
Since then we have continually worked with advanced a-;!r--).ot designs.
 
0-ur expe-ence has shown that he licopter autopilozs"vely
 
expensive, heavy and complx, and are only required for certain missions.
 
They are not in general suited to installation in every aircraft, .nor­
can the'; b' completely dualized within practical limitations.
 
Experience with all of these devices finally lead us to try the simple
 
electronic system to be'@escribed. A review of tandem helicopter basic
 
controls will, however, be helpful.
 
C. 	Aerodynamic Controls.
 
-he four basic controls are;
 
-	 Thrust - obtained by changing the'blade pitch on both rotors simultaneoubly.
 
2: 	Pitch - obtained by changing the thrust differentially between the
 
rocOrs.
 
3. 	Roll - obtained by tilting both rotor discs '(and hence thrust vectors) 
laterally in the same'direction. 
4. 	Yaw - obtained by tilting the rotor discs oppositely.
 
, 
l l / yA\ JHJ t l/ -lrji \ r , 
't , fi - ". .t ]L/ \ 
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- :a livjaulic Control ys em1 
.I ro',- controls are power operated by dual hydraulic actuators at the 
roLor "..:.aU. Each dual actuator consists of two pistons, arrLnged in 
p. le?, supplied from separate hydraulic systems, and controlled by a 
ZZan,.c%Ch.rvo" valve which is anvedcby mechanical linkage from the cockpit. 
A: the cockpit is a second, though much lower power set of hydraulic 
:;ctuatc-r units. These serve a dual purpose. First, they prevent all 
:niction, static weight, and inertia forces irom the intermediate linita'gw 
from b n felt by the pilot. Second, they provide a positive backup zo 
react all forces from the SAS extensible link actuators which "float" 
in the in:ermediate controls without being tied to structure. The SAS 
actGators operate differentially with respect to the cockpit controls 
-L that zaey move the rotor blades without moving the primary controls.
 
For safety, then, the authority of the actuators is limited to the
 
following nominal values..-

Pitch 20%
 
Roll 20%
 
Yaw 40% 
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Iii. SAS 01:. M IN DETAIL (San Figure 1 ) 
Beore discus hceg detailed dynamics, the general system tunctions and signal 
paths will )e described. As was previously mentioned, the SAS uses only rate 
gyros for a.nmpers, and sideslip sen;orsto obtain static directional stability 
with good t:'r coordination.- Signals from these sensors are demodulated, filLered
 
as requirec, "t:noduiated, and used as the input signal to a servo amplifier
 
hydraulic actuator loop. This results in a mechanical control input in either
 
the 	pitch, roll or yaw axis as required. This in turn is hydraulically boosted
 
and 	fed to the rotor, from which the appropriate corrective moments are applied 
to the aircraft.
 
A. 	Basic C.at rol Dynamics in Detail (See Figure 2 ) 
The 	Dynam:ic response common to all three SAS axes consists of a series
 
of relatively high frequency lags. Values are shown for the 107-11
 
as being typical. Taken in order, they are:
 
7 
1. 	Rotor dynamics simplified - 0.06 nec. 
2. 	SAS Hydraulic cctuator.
 
servo amplifier loop - 0.05 see.
 
3. 	Upper Control Boost Actuator - 0.01 sec.
 
B.. 	Pitch Axis (See Figure 3 ) 
i. 	The static gain and 1 second lag time constant were predicted by 
analysis as giving good stability and 'response in all flight regimes 
This was confirmed by flight tests. 
2. 	The 0.2 second lead was found necessary duri-g flight test to eliminate 
'porpoising" of the aircraft, particularly a: high airspeeds. Later 
analysis showed that this lead compensates i the critical frequency 
range for the phase lag introduced by servo ioop and rotor dynamics. 
3. 	The f£nal lag was introduced on a cut and try basis to eliminate a 
ground handling effect in which pitch motion of the aircraft on its 
landing year caused the longitudinal stick to move against its'­
control feel spring. This in turn moved the controls and caused 
more aircraft pitch response. Since the natural frequency of the 
aircraft on its gear is much higher than the predominant in-flight 
mode, the SAS phase shift was such that it aggrevated the landing 
gear - stick coupling to the point where it became unstable. Since 
the -lot could naturally stop any'motion by holding the stick, the 
whole problem was merely a nuisance which'was cleaned up during 
test grourA r,,r ,, 
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C. i : :Sic Figure + ) 
.. ;;:!rc . .: i l c < . y u A  r o l l  dzr.fiper i.:: s ~ j i f i c i e n t  to  provide dy:i;i>-.ic s t a b L l i t y  
1.. ~ O V C L .  .,zi: : ~ T I I ~ L . ~  f:igI:t. ~ : - t t c u i s r e ~ l  r o t o r  h e l ~ c o p t c l r s  a rc ,  
l l . : ~ G < ~ e .  .i:hjec: t o  a  po ten r i a? iy  v i o i e n t  iiiechanical i i i s i l nb i i i t y  known 
;,:, "gr, ..... . rcso;lancc" i n v o l ~ r i n g  :he :oil dynamLcs o f  the  fuse ing?  on 
7 lc: c::,i., ges: coupied ~ci.;:i: z  c e z t e r  of gzavicy shilct of ti:@ :r.zor C1 
- . :ss d::i: 70 i n  ? l aze  b icdc  nistij:?. '9.e rrou's?escne z a t u r a l  fre.,iZncy 
,.;unl::; -?::Is 3: about  2/3  of ~ o i o :  sp&c;i, o r  about 3 cps f o r  chz 
. 
- 1 .  :lu.;ing thf  n o r a a l  " g r c ~ n d  zesonznce" t e s t i n g ,  i c  was 50;oli;ld 
t::~: tiiz S A S  s o : x t i : n ~ s  i n c r ~ a s e d  t k e  tenLency t o  ground i n s t a b i l i t y .  
..,. - .,.:in: shovn e l i n i n n t c d  t h e  problem. 
-..c fils.- 
= .L .. ...'  <die frequency da:nl>cr g a i n  i s  s e t  by t h e  requirement of  
*l ial i i ia t ing any yaw o s c i i l a c i o n  i n  forward f l i g h t .  
Thz ;ow freque7.c~ r;asho.:t reduces t i  yzw r a t e  s i g n a l  t o  ze ro  
du:ri:ig a  s t eady  tu rn .  Tilis prevents  bottoniing t h e  yaw 
d;.-: *,--- -. a 
, L<. .LL..iL1 a c t u s t o r  v?,Lch n i g h t  o therwise  occur  w i t h  i t s  
a,... ..: <- -  L-~..IL,.L i o s s  i n  s t a b i l L c y .  
The high frequency l a g  atte::uates undes i r ab le  v i b r a t i o n  p i ck  
u!~  fro;,^ the  pyros i n t o  t h e  c o n t r o l  system. 
-, . sl; p <See Figure  O f 
A l  curren:: Vc-rtoi i t e i i cop?s r s  a r e  s t a t i c a l l y  uns t ab le  wi th  
. - - - a -  LL;...c: co yaving moncnr due t o  s i d e s l i p .  The s i d e s l i p  senso r  
cc::;::::r:sa:cs f o r  t h i s ,  p r o v i l i n g  t h e  s t a t i c  s t a b i i c t y  necessary  
tc z l l o : ~  easy  high speed f l i g h t ,  pedal  f i x e d  t u r n  coord ina t ion ,  
a::c :c meet MIL spec  requirements .  
Sensing i s  acccm?lished by means of a  p a i r  of  s t a t i c  ? re s su re  
p o ~ t s  sym,r,etrically ioca tcd  on t h e  nose about  around from 
t h e  a i r c r a f t  c e n t e r  1ir.e. It has  been found t h a t  thf  d i f f e r e n t i a l  
p r e s s u r e  between these  p o r t s  is a l i n e a r  f u n c t i o n  of  s ~ d e s l i p  ang ie ,  
- a>? ros ina r ing  t h a t  p red ic t ed  by p o t c ~ t i a l  flow theory  02 An i n f i n i r e  
cyLA.:dcr i n  uniform. f iow. ( = !I<, 5 ,) 
Froi;. t h e  above it.  is zpparent  cha t  t h e  g a i n  of the  s i c l e s i ip  loop l n  
'Le ..a - of inches  of  con:rol per u n i t  s i d e s l i p  w i l l  i nc rease  wi th  a i r -  
speed squared.  Even t tough fhe  i i r c r n f t  i n s t a b i l i t y  fol lor<s 2 . 
si:..i.lar t r e n d  i n  t h e  nega t ive  d i r e c t i o n ,  t h e  n e t  t o t a l  has becn 
fousd t o  be too hi>;h a c  high airspeeds when set f o r  good s t a b i l i t y  a t  
inccrmedia te  Speeds. This  can >e e x ~ l a i n e d  a s  fo i iows.  The inc rease  
i z  s e t  s t a t i c , n r - b i l i ~ ; ,  w i th  :frspcea can  bc looked upon a s  an 
2:sreasingly s t i f f  spri::g res : r s in t  i n  the  yavi ax is . - to ' .d i rec t ional  
disturbances. Since t h e  J.il;iping i s  c o n s t a n t ,  and the  n a t u r a l  frequency 
of  ;he motion increase:;. c;;c! ion~pin;: r a t i o  ( a c t u a l / c r i t i c n l )  cirops. 
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1;s . :. ; "i, 2s  2 cl :aract lkr isr ic  3 t o  5 s e c  per iod  f i s k t a i i i c g  motion. 
: . :o 2volC t h i s ,  t h c  s ;d~s?;p ga.in .is reduced a t  h iyher  speeds by 
.I a .  d s i g n s .  
.-.,:h : . : L C  s l ; ' . ~ ,  di:r'-rencial p rossu r t  a7.d a i r s p e e d  e l e c t r i c a l  s i g n a l s  a r e  
a :  5-6- Vsytal  <esig~;c?& ? res su re  :ransducers.  
3 .  2311 1:s: ;=:a VZX (Sce F igure  7 > 
'-'Xs crzs;  coxplin:; s l g n a l  ::.-is ':i':dd ro  t h c  b a s i c  t h r e e  a x i s  dzzlper i n  
c--2er :o x z i x c z i n  good ioo rd i - e r lon  duri-g r a p i d  e n r r i e s  i n t o  curns 
..-. 
. . 
,.sLn~ t:'.;: ca~~'ir;nils 2nd w:th p d a i s  ?is&. The l a g  i s  chasm iong 
::o-gii a ~ z h  thz: i c  a r ,proxin i te iy  i n t e g r a t e s  the  r o l l  r a t e  s i g n a l  f o r  
. . .-*. 
o r  ' a s .  iric r e s u i t  is i r o l l  s n g l ~  s i g n a l  which comnands :he 
. . 
:zqu;zzz ;Cw :ate f o r  snootn cur2  c n t i r e s .  
.,. .. . 
LL-O a:iaav-.nr2ges caused by t h i s  cz-osscoupling a r e :  
- .  ( e )  czc rcases  t k e  s p i r a l  s t a b i l i t y  of t h e . a i r c r a f t  i f  the  g a i n  
i:. >LF-hZly cl h ighe r  than  necessary .  
2 )  Znir.,Cuces tile pr. .::Lbil<t;. of a simultaneous ro l l -yzw hardover  
sLgrul  tt.roug':l r o i l  gyzo f z i l u r e .  
. 7:-- - -;la1 ios i c io r .  (See Figure '  S ) 
, . 
-. e ya:,~ Zccse; redcces  t h e  y2~7 c o c t r o l  rcsponse of t h e  a i r c r a f c  r o  a 
csgree  vi-.Lch is uadesFrable ia hover .  To r e g a i n  t h e  o r i g i n a l  
c o n t r o l l a 3 l l i t y ,  a washed o y t  pedal  p o s i t i o a  s i g n a l  i s  used t o  cancel 
- - 
L : X ~  yay g:jro $::to t h e  servo  s n p i i , i i e r .  The washout p reven t s  t r i m  
pedal  i i s ? l e c e n e n t s  from a f f e c t i n g  t h e  system. 
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IV. DtA5CSIRTIS 
.A. Contarr.: n.; _on 
The hy .ra'--iic actuators and s'-rvo valves are protected azainst contamination 
b Iter.ng. ft wlas also found that tne pneumatic syst:cm used to measure 
Tes anie also re'uired some definite foreign particle protection. 
,sa..e 
 ports and lines posed no problem due to their relatively large'
ansJ""r,.icer sina i.e.O e lem ni: was s'iscc:pa a.b."'",:o '.( .i 
c c ',g4-. S.:ncee the commercial unit originally used could not be modified,
\,'~ol desi:,ncd, LuCs~cd, an( ':;nw mnw facturin, transducers which 
oercc ., :his throuSgh their mechanical design. 
..... :ic,
.is such that full output signal is obtained Tor a differential 
4-essume .f 0.5 psi. Since a usable signal can be gotten for the altitude 
."&e from the floor to a desk top, these units are also used as barometric
 
t:.tiude 
sensors in the Vertol autopilot which is in early development 
B. :,,inlinarit ies 
The desiga of the amplifier actuacor ss-o ,.oorp narCwaqre .ms such th- a 
nvraulic servo valve ,as chishs 'ii:-. :,::( 
­
a hizher than was required.
 
-n normna± operation, only a suas'i nat of the value flow capability is 
resulting: in a manification of the nonlinearities around the 
null position. 
:n extfe-mcly calm air, a long period low amplitude limit cycle oscillation
 
has been noticed in the pitch axis caused by excessive valve threshold.
 
A null shift, resulting in a slight "engage error" has also been noted in
 
day to day operations.
 
cnange :o a low gain servo,valve, with appropriate circuit adjustments 
is now in progress. 
C. U.wantad Signal Pickup
 
Since the first experimental SAS installation, all rate signals have had
 
intentional high frequency filtering, particularly to reject the pre­
dominant 13 cps vibration frequency.
 
As a m.tr:r of convenience, no filtering was included in the sideslip

'systemro 
 the 107-I.E SAS design since none had been found necessary for 
tr evious aircraft. During test flying, pilots complained of a random 
lateral "kick" which occurred SAS-on at high speeds. This proved-to be 
an intermittant yaw oscillation which appeared to be a direct function 
of sideslip sensor gain. 
After some cut and try testing, a pair of one
 
gallon cans to serve as pneumatic filters were tried and eliminated
 
the problem.
 
Apparently the higher system gain required by higher speeds and po6rer basic 
aircraft stability was sufficient to show up the problem on the 107-If. 
Stbsequent experience on the 1C-lB, has shown that a simple filter­
network as is used for rate signals, also solves the problem.
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:: orde- o have fail safe fulii:biiity and to maintain aircraft stability
T.M"lOWg . tdeMtAizz. and independent SAS are installedaiiu-e, two complece 
each aLrcrafc. This dualitcttion includes separate electric and hydraulic 
power supplons as well as black boxes and actuators. No single failure can
 
lose book systems.
 
Normally both SAS operae each at half gain. I" hydraulic or electric
 
power to 
)fe system fails the other automatically is switched to full
 
gain. if sowe cther failure occ.rs, 
the pilot must manually switch 
to the rc,,aining <ystem. 
Fight Tests"
 
All pos:ib.le system failures have been demonstrated in flight to show 
recovery ccaaQiity, and to define flight limitations if any.
 
Early in .07 failure testin3" it vas determined that a loss-of-actuator­
feedback failure in which the actuator oscillated at ma:imum velocity
 
between its limits, was so bad even in hover that a 
forward flight
 
demonstration was inadvisable. 
After this experience, each individual
 
aczuator L.ad its feedback loop duaiized.
 
C. Overtrave'.
 
Sffiien: control throw is available in the cockpit so that the pilot 
can still move the rotor controls to their !Lmit stops following a full
 
e::zend or 
retract SAS actuator failure. This insures that there will be
 
no loss oi controllability resulting from 
a single system,failure.
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VI. S2UVIC2::.. :2C -Y 
A sinl-e th - - SAS al=os.; -K.nrj: . to hat just descrIbed W:as i.stalled in 
the last n. - ..ozw:,rciai versions 0. .Oa H-21 which were sold to :oreign 
governments - .- 059. Since then un,;, nave accumuistcd 2700 flight hours, 
an.d have h r. ' :::',sntng one WiWure, leaky-, t discreaPnlcic. o2 gyro one 

actuator, too rough feedback pou nciomecer, and one circuit 6iscr3pancy.
 

APPENDIX L
 
".HELICOPTER AUTOMATIC CONTROL THROUGH 
INTEGRATION OF SEPARATE FUNCTIONAL UNITS" 
This renort has been renroduced with the permission 
of Beoing/Vertol. 
L-2 
IMLICOPTER AbTOMfATIC CONZfhOL THROLiH
 
IiVPMZITIO., OF SZPARITZ YU2(TIONAL JUITS.
 
. I. Gorstina and B. l, Blae
 
Vertol Divijion
 
The Boeing Company
 
- trend in helicopter sautoatic Stabil-
zction has always been to cobino funtions of 
ztabiliz.Zon,tri and flight gidance in a 9z,-
gle pacrsge. Th-is evolved fro= the background of 
ri::ed wing autopilots which ware first adasted• to 
healico'tcrz. Tbe weight,coct and reliability of 

this approach has impeded operational suitability
a.d bronght about develop rntof a difZerent 

concept. 

ube requirement of providing excellent cta­
biliznaion dictates the use of high frequency 

responze actuators and other critical system cca­
ponents, without coz'promising flight safety or 

aircraft control feel. Such functions ab guid-

ance and navigational coupling of a stable air-

craft can be acco=_plished by the installation of 

a simple mcmory unit utilizing slow acting low-
response hardware. ihe differences in duties 
and parfor-acare recuirements logically leads up 
to a cccplete separation using different systems. 

The concept of separation of function used 

in the 107-11 leads to less cost, weight, and 

complexIty, and greater reliability than standard 

Systecn. 
I. Xntoduction 

as a re-Confusion has existed in the pat 
sult of adapting fixed wing autopilots to hall-
copters. This has been reflected not only in 
Eerrinology, but in the manner in which the func-
tionn have developed in the devices the-selves. 
The -zajority of fixed wing autopilots primarily
need to supply a long tern reference to hold a 
basically stable aircraft on a fined speed, 

heading and alitude. if such a system is simply

adapted to helicopters, on the other hand, it 
m:ust perform a fairly difficult stabilization 
task, as.weli as accomplishing flight guidance, 
and this stabilizing function :ust be accomplished 
with no loss in the maneuvering capabilities or 
deterioration in control feel. 
 Considerable 

effort in attempting to cope with these diverse 

zequiremnts of stabilization and of guidance 

have resulted in development of a new approach to 

the problem of helicopter automatic flight, which 

has been applied to the Boeing-Vertol 107-11 

shown in 7igure I. Tne concept, details, and
rfe n 1.tne concptar des r d
an
perfor-ance of the new systems are described in 

this paper. 

II.- Concent of Separation of System Fiinction 

'The design philosophy of.the helicopter is 

to incorporate provisions for two .types of auto­
rmatic. flight .control systems. These are:
 
1. A StOili7ty Au-aaZtation Se-ra (S.A.S.)
 
chich is an integral part of the aircraft control31ytem in both function and denaabilicy. 
2. Attitude and Altitude Loack Syatrt which
 
is nupplcrentary ccui--nt cnployIn ca an auto­
tr-iopilot and for autcctic nv.ai contr:ol, 
and/or "-%ro.---d z-'iazions. 2Y-,-urc 2 explaira 
this principle, zhosing a d'.=n I-op CZ=nnd 
of a dual S.A.S. installation to gic cerpctcly
 
reliable stability, and a trziv function loop for
 
long term reference or raxvigation.
 
A. S.A.S. Conceu_ t
 
Te concept of the S.A.S. is based on the
 
need for good stability charactarisctics at al
 
speeds, without ccwpromising the overall sic.
 
and weight of the aircraft. These requirc=cnz
 
apply, particularly, to low airseedo and- izru­
ment approaches ac steep anglc of descent. 
Since opti==t daeCgn--i- defined by instcall n 
of the simplest reans of obtaining gcod scti­
!heation as standard equipznc inherent in overy
aircraft, then if good stability 
can be provided without the sophistictjc o, 
the autopIlot, and its consequent weight, ccn.
 
plication, expense and problems of maiatcna7c­
and reliability, it Is mandatory chat the ,urc­
pilot be relegated to the role of optional
 
equipc~ant.
 
The many aerodyn-eic (fixcd surface tjm,,a)

stability devices which have been devclops it
 
the past have suffered from sevcral dtoce­
tages. Probably the =ost important wco their 
ineffectiveness at low airspeeds and in hover,

where stabilization is needed as much, if r t
 
more, than during forward flight.
 
Another stabilization system which has boo*n
 
investigated was the damped gyro stabilizer bar
 
mounted on the rotor hub. This gives rate d.p­
ing similar to that obtained with"a gyro. how­
ever, because the bar turns at rotor speed and
 
acts directly on blade pitch, it must be heavy
 
enough to generate sufficient control forces.
 
In addition to this weight and the drag asno­
ciated with a large exposed bar, it suffers from
 
another deficiency. Since the gyro bar is part
 
of the rotating rotor systen, there ca, be only
 
one stabilization gain for both roll and pitch
unless a complex mechanical linkage in used.
 
Since the requirements in these two axes are
 
different, it follows that the gain setting is
always 
a compromise resulting in sluggisnnesa
 
for one axis, and insufficient stability for the

other.
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After several years of intensive effort in 
cc flhii.ty eu-ntation and autopilot decvelop.ent, 
'C-tol arrived at a S.A.S. based on internally 
cal.tcd, high speed, rate gyroscopes. Since the 
tsx tc an-!pertial device, it provides the sawme 
.c:,tLlization for all flight conditions. Fur-
-cmr, being s=ill and light and well suited to 
c-y aircraft installation, it in feasible to use 
tro than on- to (1) optimize charccteristkcs 
Os at all control azcc and "(-) duplic-te systems 
Cot fail-safe feMemzec. T cetp-t of the S.A.S. 
O:ttiiec liZited -wtsrity differential-type 
-trol actuators. This m ine that the stability 
,-<ntat~on system does not rove the pilot's 
-*_Crols. In effect -be Lb flying a stable air-
•c Gnd then needs only slow, fiyed-wing type 

.- 'mol otiona to guide the helicopter, 

Precise Attitude and Altitude Lock Concept 
aa the original S.A.S. test proran wna 
its close, an interesting characteristic 
v, c~ted. Instead of =aking nr-mal helicopter-
;-o control motIons during flight, the pilot 
c:.-atsrely holding the stick fimed in position 
ci hing very zzsll, trim corrections at several 
.r' -- ' intervals. This suggested that the addi-
ctn of a scimple cutc-.2tic P.A.A.L. system would 
c=-.:cZ tely relieve the pilot of control effort 
(t-Lr norzzhl flight. wassteady Such a system -.
_c' zct~gated more thoroughly, and offers a:n 
ctrA.iftceat advantages for a relatively s=all 
c-so ncree. 
Since the auto-_ntic P.A.A.L. system need 

c-Ajy supply minr correction si-nals, it readily 

Les Itself to a oi=?le and consequently a 

and reliable method of installation. .
 
Q"vUre 3 shows ochca-tically the layout of the 

c ;scm for either the longitudinal or lateral 

=Ui. The directional axis is similar except 

tha a directional gyro replaces the vertical 

67ro. ' It can be seen that the S.A.S. operates 
I -anpndently of the P.A.A.L., to insure reliable 
stabillzation even in the event of failure. The 
P.A.t.L. operates as follows: Any attitude error 
causes the vertical gyro to put out a voltage 
proportional to the error. This signal, after 
czolification, driven the attitude trim actuator 
r-'ci changes the zero force position of the pre-
loaded centering springs. This causes movements 
of the control stick which in turn moves the on-
tie control system. Details of the operation of
 
t e attitude and altitude lock are described in 

subsequent sections of this paper. 

II. Description of S.A.S. 

A. Develo-nt 

The present S.A.S. was developed following an 

extensive analytical and flight test program. 

Varic-s possible ans of improving stability 

were first investigated en an analog computer, and
 
the =zt prmizing asystem from this analysis wore 

then tested in an :-nP-4 helicopter. Displacecnnt, 

rate, acceleration and'sideslip were all consid-

erod as possible par-tern for sensing, and any 

co~binntion Of these could be fed into any aria 
or anes with oz without a signal csapim.. EZght 
of those oystc- Lwere actually flight tested in 
the EU?. By in-talling a rnultkplicity of sensing 
devices and providing suitable rapid AItchin3 and 
In-flight adjustaent of gain settings, it was 
possible to obtain a direct cocvartaon of the 
ctcbiltzing characteristics of these various 
aysteam. 
The syntcn finally selected for the EUP-4 used 
a lagged pitch rate damper in the longitudinal 
system, a roll rated1p0r without Ig in the lit­
oral system, and a yaw rate dn--per in the direc­
tional system. in addition, roll rate was fed in­
to the yaw axis to icrprove dynamic stability and 
lateral stick turn ccsability. During the course 
of the RLU? flight test program, the aircraft was
 
frequently flown "hands off" for periods of four 
to five minutes. In addition, the helicopter 
successfully flet for two minutes "hands off" in 
a steady partial power descent at 750 feet/minute 
at 30 knots airspeed, as would be required for 
blind approaches. This test was limited to two 
minutes only by lack of altitude, nd the ota­
bility would have been adequate to continus for a 
substantially longer period.
 
initipl tests of the HUP-4 "breadboard" ryn­
ten on the Vertol IZodel 107 prototype revealed a 
require=nt for more stability in the yaw axis 
than that which can be obtained without the addi­
tion of a sideslip sensor. To avoid the instal­
lation of a boom in front of the aircraft for 
mounting a sLdealip vans, a aystem was developed
 
which tensed a sideslip by using a differential 
pressure transducer fed from a pair of static 
ports oyz> trically disposed on the front of the
 
forward pylon. This system gives a high degree
 
of static and dynamic stability on the Model 107
 
in forward flight and allows "stick" turns up to
 
maximum airspeed with excellent coordination.
 
The first three-axis production syst was
 
designed and produced for the YV.C-IA. It em­
bodied the operational features of the l.sdel 107
 
system but ,as designed as a single electronic 
unit, with transistor asplifiers, printed wiring
 
and other features to insure a high degree of
 
reliability.
 
B. Hardware Operation
 
1. Servo Loo - The servo loop is the same 
for roll, pitch and yaw and consists of a tran­
sistor a=plifier, the output of which is da.od­
ulated and fed to the torquczotor of a differ­
ential hydraulic actuator. The actuator motion
 
is sensed with a differential transform.r and a
 proportional voltage is fed back to the amplifier.
 
This results in an actuator displacement propor­
tional to the signal voltage applied to tha =­
plifier.
 
The differential actuator systen offers two
 
basic advantages. First, it eliminates uadesir-.
 
ableforces and motions fr6m reaching the pilot's
 
controls and, second, it permits the ,ueof li­
fted authority so that the S.A.S. can never move response than aircraft aerodynamic characteristi s
 
the controls by more than a fixed percentage of these records are indicative of what in obtaineG
 
their total travel. This means that even in the on the 107-I1. The folloving figures chow the
 
evant of a malfunction resulting in a hardover pertinent control input and resulting hlcoptet
 
Ssignal, sudden motions of the aircraft are mini-	 response for the various axes in hover and for--rd 
mixed, and the pilot can easily override the 	 flight.
 
S.A.S. In addition, thecontrol system stops are
 
arranged on the output side of the S.A.S. actua- Figure 6 Pitch Axis Response - Hover
 
torn so that in the event of a hardover signal the Figure 7 aoll Axis Response - Yovcr
 
pilot still has available his normal full control Figure 3 Yaw Axis Pesponce - Rover
 
plus a sufficient overtravel to counteract the Figure 9 Pitch Axis Response - Forward Flight
 
full S.A.S. signal. Figure 10 Poll Yaw Response - Forard Fligh,
 
2. Stabilization Signals D. 	Reliability
 
'eoll Axis - The signal applied to the The S.A.S. is designed such Ena &cIrcrax 
roll amplifier is roll rate from a rate gyro. stability is as reliable as any critical mechan­
ical component. This is accomplished in two wnys: 
Pitch Axis - The pitch axis is identical
 
to the roll axis except for a network which per- 1. Simplicity - A complete three (3) axis
 
forms a lag-lead on the demodulated rate gyro S.A.S. contains only about 1/4 the number of cr.
 
signal. This particular shaping is optimn for tieal components as a modern helicopter ASE.
 
a tandem helicopter. 2. Dualization - The installation in thz
 
107-1! includes two complete ,and independent thtL
Yaw Axis - Four signals feed the yaw axis 

-o
(3) axis S.A.S.'s. Both of these are nomally
amplifier. One is a yaw rate signal from a rate 

gyro containd within the electronic uit'. An- at once, each supplying half the required contr,­
motion for stabilization. Should a failure o'-,i.
other is lagged roll rate from the roll axis. 

the full load, and
This signal tends to cancel out any yad rate sig-	 either system can take over 

supply all stabilizition. The two systems-are 'un
na! during turn entry so that turns may be well 

from identical but separate electrical and hyotnu­coordinated. Since this cancellation lasts only 

during entry into the turn, the yaw gyro signal lic power supplies which are standard in the -1­
the servo amplifier through-a "wash out" craft. There is no single failute (other thzx
is fed to 

which elim!-ntes any steady state yaw gyro signal. 	 catastrophic mechanical) which can result in
 
The third signal is sideslip which is detected by loss of both S.A.S.
 
a differential pressure transducer -fed by a pair
 
of static ports, sy---trically placed on the-nose IV. Description of P.A.A.L.
 
of the aircraft. "For opti= stability at all 
airpeeds the gain of this transducer is pro­
g- a function of airspeed so that precise A. Development 
coordination is obtained at all airspeeds between 
approxImately 60 knots end Vmax. A second dif- As described in the Introduction, the prin­
ferential pressure transducer supplies the neces- ciple of operation of the precise attitude cad 
sary signal to accomplish this. For precise altitude lock, is based on flight test experticce 
control in hover, a fourth signal is applied to where it was noted that the pilot need make only 
the yaw axis. A rudder pedal pickoff signal is small, infrequent control corrections when fly­
used to cancel the yaw gyro signnl in turns. ing S.A.S. equipped aircraft. This can be &.on 
automatically using the scheme shown in Figure 3.
 
The following figures illustrate explanations where a slow-speed stabilization-synchroniz-tion
 
of this section. unit repositions the stick as necessary by ci=cn­
ing the zero force position on the preloaded
 
Figure 3 Boeing-Vertol 107. Control System centering springs which provide artificial feel to
 
Schematic Showing Typical S.A.S. the aircraft controls. This system has several
 
Installation inherent advantages.
 
Figure 4 Boeing-Vertol 107 Electronic Block 1. Since the system only trims the hell-
Diagram copter, there are no large rapid motions such as 
are associated with stabilization. The systen 
Figure 5 Boeing-Vertol 107 Complete Control moves the stick in the sae way that the pilot 
System Schematic does, so that stick motion is unobjectionable 
'and most often even undetected by the pilot. 
C. Flight Records
 
2. Maximum stick velocity necessary is only
 
Flight records made during-a YHC-lA test pro- about one inch per second. By making maximu'
 
gra= are presented to show the stable qualities of motor speed correspond to thin velocity, a rapid
 
the S.A.S. equipped aircraft. Because of the sim- "hardover" input is impossible, so that one ob­
ilarity of basic airframes, and the fact that the jection to the usual "parallel" typo of system is
 
S.A.S. has much more powerful effect on dynamic negated, Thus, the system nay have 100% author­
ily, overcoming the need for the complex system 

txcccsary to keep a limited authority actuator 

centered, 

3. In the event of d failure, the pilot 

only need overce -he normal centering spring 

foree to capletey overpower the system. 

B £rz&.re Operation 
The heart of the systom ia the stabilization-

oycronization unit, which is shown schematic­
ally in Figure 11. It replaces the magnetic 

bra-e !ntallation. The artificial force feel 
contcring spring is attached to the unit output 

azn. Syztem gain can be changed only by chang-
in- g1ar or linkage ratios, and is not a function 

of olectronic adjustlent. Figure 12 is a photo-

srct of the breadboard stabilization-syn-

ctroLiaction unit connected to n control mockup 
fo-. 16 chac.out Rurpoces. 
2. s of Operation 

. .A.A.L. Off - The brake is engaged and 

throu:,h the centering spring holds the stick or 

psdtzla in a tri-.d position. The clutch is 

d&*ongcged and the duplex clutch is in the OFF­
.SZZ,position. In response to any changes in the 

g7ro cirsM! the amplifier will drive the motor so
 
cz to null the output of the synchro. Synchro-

niotion will be rapid (about 1200 per second) 

sinc the gear reduction to the synchro will be 

scall in this code of operation. The pilot can 

:zn,ua-ly retrin the stick or pedals by depressing 
the 12g. Brake button. 
2. P.A.A.L. On (Stabilizin2a - Mne brake is 
dxscngaged and the clutch is engaged so that the 
motor will drive the output arm of the actuator. 
The duplex clutch is in the STAB position and the 
motor drives the synchro through a somewhat 
greater gear reduction than in the OFF-SYNC posi-
tion, the exact ratio being determined by the 

gain (output rotation per degree of synchro ro-

tatlon) required for helicopter stabilization.
 
The output arm is then rotated through an angle 

proportional to the gyro error signal. 

9reliability, 

3. P.A.A.L. On (iCaneuvering) - The pilot may 
mrke temporary co__nands in pitch and roll by 
forcing the stick out of detent to change atti-

tude manually. With the stick out of detent in 

either pitch or roll the power is removed from 

the motor in that axis and no motion occurs with-

in the actuator. When the stick is released or 

returned to detent the actuator will return the 

helicopter to its original attitude. 

4. P.A.A.L. On (Synchronlzin%) - Permanent 

attitude changes are made in pitch and roll by
 
'epressing the Mag. Brake button. This tempo­
rarily returns the system to the ASE OFF state
 
in which the system is allowed to resynchronlze.
 
Upon release of the button, the system again sta­
bilizes. All heading changes are permanent and
 
are initiated by a pedal going out of detent in
 
hover and by depressing the Mag. Brake switch or
 
moving the stick out of lateral detent in forward 
flight.
 
V. Failure Considerations
 
A. S.A.S.
 
1. Actuators(See Figure 13) - The authority 
of the S.A.S. actuators is limited so that under 
normal operation they cannot provide more control 
travel than + .90 inches of longitudinal stick, 
+ .52 inches of lateral stick and + .78 inches of
 
If there is a loss of hydraulic pressure or
 
if the pilot wishes to turn one of the S.A.S.
 
systems off, a spring loaded lock piston is driv­
en down past the actuator output piston. The
 
lock piston is tapered so that it centers the
 
S.A.S. actuator and locks it in this position.
 
B. P.A.A.L.
 
-As shown schematically in Figure 3, this ­
function is applied to the pilot's controls 
through the feel spring. Any normal function 
encountered therefore, could be overcome by 
pilot effort with no more than 7.90 lb mrxtmu 
force in longitudinal stick, 4.53 lb lateral 
stick, 17.1 lb in rudder pedal and 16.1 lb in 
collective pitch stick.
 
VI. Conclusions
 
I. A new concept of helicopter automatic
 
flight control has been developed, tested, and
 
applied to the Boeing-Vertol 107-11.
 
2. Stabilization requirements are best sat­
isfied by a simple demper system, dualized for
 
acting through limited authority
 
differential actuators.
 
3. Flight guidance of a stable aircraft can
 
best be done using large authority, slow-moving
 
control inputs. Since these are very similar to
 
pilot control motions, it is feasible to move the
 
basic cockpit controls with parallel actuators.to
 
accomplish this. Safety requirements are satis­
fied by putting in control movements through the
 
force feel spring, thereby positively limiting
 
the maximutn control force.
 
4. Detailed analysis and test experience has
 
show .that no single failure can result in a lose
 
of aircraft control or stability.
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